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FORCIBLE RAPE: AN UPDATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

BARBARA M. PAWLOSKI*

OVERVIEW

As third in a series of bibliographies on rape, the first by Chappell, Geis and Fogarty (including sources published through 1973)\(^1\) and the second by Feild and Barnett (covering sources published since January 1974 through 1977),\(^2\) this bibliography provides a reference source for the growing literature on rape.

Many of the same trends evident in the two preceding bibliographies are apparent here. The literature focuses on the victim's rights and reactions. While the previous bibliographies focused on the social and psychological aspects of rape, the present bibliography, while not ignoring these areas, focuses on the legal literature of rape. To be more helpful to researchers interested in rape, the legal literature has been divided into a number of additional subtopics. For example, great attention has been given to marital rape, warranting a separate category.

HOW TO USE THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY

As a deviation from the style of the two previous bibliographies, the citations have been divided into six major categories with "Medical and Medico-legal" as a subtopic of law. These categories are described in the "Contents" section. The titles of the articles may not be indicative of content.

Cross references. As in previous bibliographies, the full citation is


given only once. Cross references, listing articles which may be useful, are provided at the end of some sections by citation number.

Author Index. A list of authors with citation numbers is given at the end of the bibliography.
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